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Magnon energy gap in a periodic anisotropic magnetic superlattice
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A periodic anisotropic magnetic superlattice is proposed, and the magnon energy band of this system is
investigated by local coordinates and a spin-Bose transformation quantum approach. A modulated energy gap
exists in the energy band of@001# spin wave excitation, and the energy-gap–applied-field diagram has three
phases derived from quantum fluctuation. Furthermore, a complete band gap extending through the Brillouin
zone denoted as ‘‘spin crystal’’ can also occur in this system.
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The study of the periodic medium is an interesting top
It has been well known that electrons as a ‘‘de Broglie wav
in the periodic crystal potential form an energy band. Ana
gous to this original idea, Yablonovitch1 pioneered the con
cept of the photonic crystal, denoted as electromagn
waves in periodic dielectric material.2 Subsequently ex-
tended to other cases, a special energy gap was also inv
gated in periodic elastic composites3 or periodic ferroelectric
media.4

Meanwhile, the magnon as a kind of spin excitation is
interesting and important magnetic research subject.
cently, Berger5 and Slonczewski6 proposed emission mag
nons at a magnetic multilayer interface as a spin wave
duced by the driven current. Furthermore, based on up
down spin freedom rather than only charge in traditio
electronics, spintronics becomes an intriguing and emerg
field.7,8 In view of all these inspiring findings, a natural que
tion is: What is the nature of the magnon gap in the perio
magnetic multilayer?

In this paper, a periodic anisotropic magnetic superlat
~PAMSL! is proposed, and the magnon energy band is inv
tigated by our previouslocal coordinates1 spin-Bose trans-
formationslattice quantum approach. We find that a mod
lated energy gap appears in the energy band of the@001# spin
wave excitation, and the diagram of the energy gap ver
applied field has three phases derived from quantum fluc
tion. Furthermore, a complete band gap extending thro
the Brillouin zone can also occur in this system.

There have been a few papers about spin wave in ultra
magnetic films.9 Camley et al.10 in 1983 reported on an
analysis of the long-wavelength spin waves originating fr
dipolar stray fields in magnetic/nonmagnetic multilayer
structures. Hillebrands11 then took into account magnetic in
terface anisotropy and exchange contributions by add
them to the boundary condition. Barnas12 showed exchange
dominated spin waves with a transfer-matrix formalis
method. These previous works were devoted to the impor
study of magnon spectra, but unfortunately did not focus
the magnon energy gap.

In fact, Vasseuret al.13 calculated the magnon band stru
ture of two-dimensional periodic composites with eviden
of an energy gap. Krawczyket al.14 computed a spin wave
with a gap in the layered composite materials. Up until no
in the framework of the Landau-Lifshitz torque equation a
magnetostatic Maxwell equations,15 these theoretical meth
0163-1829/2002/66~10!/104435~4!/$20.00 66 1044
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ods of energy gap in the above two papers are classical
in the long-wavelength approximation. However, to discu
the existence of a gap, one needs to research the s
wavelength cases in the Brillouin zone. On the other ha
the previous classical approaches ignore quantum fluc
tions that might significantly affect magnon excitatio
Therefore, with consideration of both discrete effect~related
to short wavelength! and quantum effect, it is further inter
esting to study the spin wave spectrum and explore the m
non gap from a discrete quantum spin Heisenberg mode

In the paper, the schematic structure of this PAMSL
composed of two kinds of ferromagnetic~FM! films F1 and
F2 with different anisotropy periodically arranged as ind
cated in Fig. 1. The system is denoted as$D1

t1D2
t2%N , where

N is the number of periodic superlattice cells,D1 andD2 are
perpendicular anisotropy of filmsF1 andF2, andt1 andt2
are theF1 andF2 monolayer numbers. For such system, t
Hamiltonian we will discuss is16

H52
1

2 (
m

(
n,n8

(
R,R8

Jn,n8Sn~R!Sn8~R8!

2(
m

(
n,R

Dn@Sn
z~R!#22B(

m
(
n,R

Sn
x~R!. ~1!

Herem denotes the number of superlattice unit cells, a

$n,n8% and$R,R8% denote the layer number and the vector
lattices in the unit cell.J.0 is the ferromagnetic interaction
Dn is the perpendicular anisotropy, and the magnetic fielB
is applied along thex direction at the layer plane. Note tha
only zero temperature calculations are presented and th
polar interaction is neglected for simplicity here.

After spin-Bose transformation through the approach
the ‘‘local coordinates~LC! ~Ref. 16!1spin-Bose transfor-
mation,’’ such as Holstein-Primakoff17 ~HP! or the complete
Bose transformation~CBT!,18 the Hamiltonian in the har-
monic approximation is19

H5U01H11H2 , ~2!

where
©2002 The American Physical Society35-1
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In first approximation, the ground-state energyE0 can be
obtained from the minimum ofU0 by means of a variation
method with the layer magnetization angle$un% as the varia-
tional parameter. It yields the following nonlinear equation

S(
n8

Jn,n8sin~un2un8!1 1
2 Dn~2S21!sin~2un!2B cosun

50, n51, 2,¯ . ~4!

The conditions of Eq.~4! are just the same as forH150.
After the Fourier transformation tok(kx ,ky ,kz) space, the
harmonic termH2 becomes

H25 (
n,n8

(
k

Fn,n8~k,u!an
1~k!a

n8
2

~k!1 (
n,n8

(
k

Gn,n8~k,u!

3@an
1~k!an8

1
~2k!1an

2~k!an8
2

~2k!#, ~5!

where

Fn,n~k,u!5Jn,nSZ1~12gk1!

1DnS S2
1

2D ~2 cos2un2sin2un!1Z2Jn,n8S

3cos~un2un8!1B sinun , ~6!

Fn,n8~k,u!52
S

2
Jn,n8@11cos~un2un8!#Z2gk2 ,

~nÞn8!, ~7!

and

Gn,n~k,u!52
1

4
A2S~2S21!Dnsin2un , ~8!

Gn,n8~k,u!5
S

4
Jn,n8@12cos~un2un8!#Z2gk2 ,

~nÞn8!, ~9!

FIG. 1. The schematic structure of periodic anisotropic magn
superlattice~PAMSL! $D1

t1D2
t2%N , u the angle between the spin an

the z axis.
10443
: gk15
1

Z1
(
d1

exp~ ik•d1!, gk25
1

Z2
(
d2

exp~ ik•d2!,

~10!

whered1 and Z1 are the vector and number of the neare
neighbor sites in the (x,y) plane,d2 andZ2 are those of the
nearest-neighbor sites along thez axis, is I 15Jn,n8 the cou-
pling between the different anisotropy layers, andI 25Jn,n is
that within the same anisotropy layers. Here we will discu
the $D1

1D2
1%100 PAMSL system in the simple-cubic structur

and set quantum spinS51. The periodic boundary condition
is used. The Hamiltonian of Eq.~5! can be diagonalized by a
(U,V) transformation;19 then the magnon excitation energ
ek can be obtained.

Figure 2 illustrates the magnon excitation energy in
@001# direction~perpendicular to the layers! without applied
field for two cases: uniform and periodic anisotropy~corre-
sponding toD15D2 andD1ÞD2, respectively!. It is normal
that the energy band is continuous for the former case.
contrast, in the later case, one distinct feature is thatan en-
ergy gap(D) exists in the periodic anisotropic superlattic
energy band. And it clearly demonstrates that the ener
band of the magnon propagating in the@001# direction will
bifurcate two branches with a gap. Physically, this situat
is analogous to the phonon excitation gap of lattice vibrat
~ ‘‘acoustic mode’’ and ‘‘optical mode’’! in the periodic
atomic chain with two different kinds of atoms in a un
cell.20 For uniform anisotropy, the magnon gap will disa
pear naturally. The magnon gap as the function of anisotr
(D12D2) is shown by inset of Fig. 2.

Note the novelty that the energy band of PAMSL can
modulated with the applied magnetic field. For the photo
crystal or acoustic crystal, the energy band gap is determ
by the material proprieties and microstructure. In contrast
for PAMSL, the magnon energy band depends on not o
the material anisotropy and microstructure, but also on
spin configuration. So with applied transverse magnetic fie
the reconstructing spin configuration will result in the mod
lation of energy band gap.

ic

FIG. 2. Magnon excitation spectrum in the@001# direction. For
the periodic anisotropy the case, magnon energy band bifurc
two branches with an energy gap (D). Energy gap (D) as the func-
tion of (D12D2) shown by inset. Other parameters areI 1

51.00,D250.01,B50. ~The @001# excitation is independent o
coupling within layerI 2.!
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The spin configuration$u1 ,u2% relationship with the
@100# transverse field is presented in Fig. 3~a!. Here the spin
configuration is obtained from numerical calculations for t
nonlinear Eq.~4!, andBC is the @100# saturated magnetiza
tion field. Figure 3~b! indicates the phase diagram of th
energy gap via applied field for the@001# spin wave excita-
tion. The field (B* ) is associated with the tip energy ga
One obvious characterstic is that the fieldsB* andBC divide
the energy gap into three phases, i.e., energy gap~i! decreas-
ing with field; ~ii ! increasing with field;~iii ! unchanging with
field. From the classical view, the periodic effective field
i.e., $JScos(u12u2)2D1Scos2u12Bsinu1, JScos(u12u2)
2D2Scos2u22Bsinu2%, will become a uniform effective field
$JS2B% above saturation magnetization field with$u15u2
5p/2%. And the energy gap will monotonically reduce
zero with field. Thus the tip gap and platform gap in pha
~ii ! and~iii ! are not expected. In fact, these effects should
the result of quantum fluctuations, since the additional
isotropy termSx

2 has no classical counterpart after the L
1spin-Bose transformation.16,19,21

It is also worth exploring whether a complete gap c
exist in a three-dimensional~3D! direction. Figure 4 demon
strates the full band structure in this simple-cubic struct
superlattice without applied field. TheGM excitation is a
@110# ki ~in the layers! spin wave; theGX excitation is a
@001# k' ~normal to the layers! spin wave; andMR,XR

FIG. 3. ~a! Spin configuration dependent on the@100# field. The
curve foru2 is displaced vertically for clarity. Magnetization satu
ration field is denoted by critical fieldBC . ~b! Energy-gap–applied-
field phase diagram. Tip fieldB* and critical fieldBC divides the
energy gap into three phases. Inset:E(1) and E(2) relationship
with field; hereE(1) andE(2) are the same as in Fig. 2. Param
eters: I 151.0, D150.20,D250.01 ~independent of coupling
within layer I 2).
10443
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excitations are combined by bothki and k' spin waves. In
this case, the energy band has a complete magnon band
~indicated by the shaded area in the figure!, which extends
through the Brillouin zone. This magnon gap may be pot
tially useful for the application such as microwave abso
tion.

The unit cell in PAMSL can also be extended to oth
thickness cases. For the$D1

2D2
2%100 superlattice with two

atomic layers in each constituent, the@001# magnon excita-
tion spectrum shown in Fig. 5 has four energy branches w
multiple gaps. For the real experimental sample, fluctuati
due to surface roughness or layer thickness, in fact, poss
influence the magnon spectrum through the occurrence
local states or a gap decrease in the energy band. Bu
spectrum could be stable with such weak fluctuations, si
fluctuations might be suppressed by the gap for the low
ground-state excitation. In this case, the magnon gap with
applied field is complicated because several energy bran
should be investigated.

Several points also should be discussed. The precee
discussion for simple-cubic structure can be generalized
face-centered cubic~fcc! or body-centered cubic~bcc! struc-
ture. Also note that for the case of quantum spinS5 1

2

FIG. 4. Magnon band structure for PAMSL with simple-cub
structure. A complete gap extending the Brillouin zone with ze
applied field is indicated by the shaded area. The parameters
I 151.0, I 250.1, D150.1, andD251.0.

FIG. 5. Magnon excitation spectrum in the@001# direction with
multiple gaps in the$D1

2D2
2%100 superlattice~two atomic layers for

each constituent!. The parameters areI 15I 251.00,D150.20,D2

50.01,B50.
5-3
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PAMSL, the anisotropy term in the Hamiltonian will be on
a constant of ground-state energy and the energy gap in
magnon band should disappear. With applied field, the
energy band calculation method mentioned above will
because spin configuration loses the crystal symmetry in
sponse to the applied field. Also the first principle approa
to verify the existence of the 3D magnon gap system deno
as ‘‘spin crystal’’ is still open, since our calculation is bas
on the harmonic approximation of spin excitation.

In summary, a periodic anisotropic magnetic superlatt
is proposed, and the main results of PAMSL are~i! a modu-
lated energy gap exists in the energy band of@001# spin
wave excitation;~ii ! the energy-gap–applied-field diagra
has three phases derived from quantum fluctuation;~iii ! a
i-

i-
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complete band gap extending through the Brillouin zone
also occur. At present, how to create the PAMSL is still
open issue experimentically. These theoretical predicti
are not only interesting for fundamental physics research,
also can be tested experimentally by Brillouin light scatt
ing spectra. We hope PAMSL magnetic media with a mo
lated gap could link with a photonic crystal for electroma
netic wave propagation, and might shed light on the future
spintronics.
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